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Introduction
The present publication is dedicated to the projects awarded in 2019 under the call for proposals
N°GR/001/19 ‘Support for awareness-raising activities on the value of IP and the effects of counterfeiting
and piracy.’
The compendia are part of the Office’s contribution to a better dissemination of information about
ongoing projects and aim to facilitate networking between project coordinators. The projects are divided
into two lots:
Lot 1 — Reaching children and teachers/future teachers through educational activities in academic and
non-academic learning environments.
Lot 2 — Reaching consumers/citizens and especially young people.
In this compendium, you will find a short description of each project and details of the beneficiary and
coordinating organisations. Please also note that the project descriptions included in this compendium
are the ones provided by the applicants at the application stage.
The present compendium reflects the state of the projects at the end of the selection stage, so data such
as duration, the coordinators or contact details may change during the project’s lifetime.
Thirteen projects were selected under this call. The compendium provides a brief overview of the aims
and objectives. These projects have an average term of 12 months.
To complete the picture, you will find a brief overview of the aims and objectives of the call below.
The call for proposals aims to raise awareness about the benefits of intellectual property as well as the
damage caused by IP rights infringement.
The specific objectives of the call are to:
1)

increase knowledge of the value of IP as a tool to protect creativity and innovation by providing
concrete and objective knowledge about IP to this end and by increasing awareness of the damage
caused by IP infringement;

2)

engage priority audiences on these issues, taking the relevant leverage possibilities into account
and especially taking note of how audiences expect to be addressed on these questions (nonpatronising, objective and neutral) with a view to changing behaviour and reducing the appeal of
counterfeiting and piracy.
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Through this call, the Office expects to:
•

ensure a maximum reach among the identified targets;

•

create the engagement of relevant influencers such as bloggers, artists and other actors such as
teachers and academic experts or multipliers including the media, public authorities or youth
associations, who are able to reach target audiences through a clearly defined and measurable
process;

•

ensure the sustainability and scalability of the project’s results.
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LOT 1

REFERENCE:

159 ― HU

TITLE:

Music Moves Hungary - All you wanted to know about music but never dared
to ask

DESCRIPTION: the project involves a series of awareness activities supported by a video campaign with
well-known Hungarian influencers (artists, vloggers, musicians, etc..), wrapped in the cloak of games and
quizzes that culminate in a live event. It builds on the anti-counterfeit and antipiracy expertise of one of
the Hungarian copyright agencies, ProArt, using the skills, reach and experience of one of the most
popular youth organisations, the Hungarian National Society of Student and Youth Journalists (DUE); and
makes use of an open and creative platform from two successful initiatives for young people with a lot of
experience, the ‘Grab an Instrument’ and ‘ETER’ talent show. The target audience will be in close contact
with artists and will follow the creative process through a series of videos and live events.
TARGET GROUPS: young people (aged between 16-24).

ORGANISATION:

ProArt-Hungarian Copyright Alliance

PARTNERS:

N/A

MAXIMUM GRANT:

EUR 47 913.61

PROJECT DURATION:

12 months
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REFERENCE:

105 ― PT

TITLE:

Brain Ideas – Consumers respect intellectual property

DESCRIPTION: this is the continuation of the Grant project from 2017, Brain Ideas, whose aim is to teach
secondary level students about IP and the value of ideas, as well as about the importance to respect the
authors, companies and brands who create new ideas and products. This time DECO will use the experience
to develop an IP interactive board game, as an awareness-raising tool that can be used by teachers to
improve young people’s knowledge of IP and increase their awareness of its benefits and the damage
caused by IP infringement. Current and future teachers will be trained and will implement awareness
sessions, in which this infotainment tool is used to engage students and increase their knowledge regarding
IP and related issues. Future teachers will be involved in IP conferences.
TARGET GROUPS:
•

primarily school children (primary level – between 10 and 14 years approximately);

•

teachers and future teachers (primary level);

•

stakeholders;

•

consumers and the educative community.

ORGANISATION:

Portuguese Association for Consumer Protection (DECO)

PARTNERS:

N/A

MAXIMUM GRANT:

EUR 55 200.00

PROJECT DURATION:

12 months
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REFERENCE:

80 ― GR

TITLE:

Educating youngsters and secondary school teachers about copyright in
Greece and Cyprus

DESCRIPTION: the project primarily aims to educate teachers and students of secondary education in
Greece and Cyprus about the benefits of copyright protection and highlight the damage caused by its
infringement. This initiative will undertake a number of activities to educate young people between 12
and 18 years old and their school teachers about copyright protection. The activities will include seminars
targeting teachers of secondary education in Greece and Cyprus, the production of educational material,
material for media campaigns and the launching of two media campaigns: one in the Cypriot media and
one in Greece to disseminate the message to larger audiences.
TARGET GROUPS: secondary school students (students aged between 12 and 18).

ORGANISATION:

Hellenic Copyright Organization (HCO)

PARTNERS:

Sigma Live LTD

MAXIMUM GRANT:

EUR 58 680.92

PROJECT DURATION:

12 months
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REFERENCE:

63 ― IT

TITLE:

Peers Say No! - Peer recommendations for a more respectful attitude
towards IP

DESCRIPTION: the objective of this project is to build awareness, understanding and a conscious
approach, as well as theoretical and practical knowledge among children, on how to recognise the lawful
provision of goods and digital content from illegal, pirated, counterfeited or abusive provision. Another
related goal is to encourage the stigmatisation of this illegal behaviour in the field of IP; to share positive
messages with peers and to help disseminate the opportunities and advantages of accessing music and
films from legal sources.

TARGET GROUPS:
•

primary and secondary schoolchildren (children aged between 6-18);

•

youth attending education and socialisation activities, youth centres, cultural associations, sports
centres and music schools, scouts, summer schools, leisure centres and other informal educational
contexts.

ORGANISATION:

Associazione Difesa Consumatori e Ambiente - Adiconsum

PARTNERS:

Com.e comunicazione & editorial srl (publishing company of DIRE-Diregiovani)

MAXIMUM GRANT:

EUR 59 984.20

PROJECT DURATION:

12 months
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REFERENCE:

121 ― ES

TITLE:

IP4Teen - Opening perspectives of educators and teenagers on the
importance of IP and the risks of counterfeiting

DESCRIPTION: the project will target current and future educators who will engage young people including teenagers - via curricular or extracurricular activities to increase their knowledge and learn to
respect IP rights. The project will involve the design and delivery of a massive open online course (MOOC).
It will also carry out an effective and targeted marketing campaign that aims to reach and engage the
target groups in a sustainable way. The IP4Teen MOOC will be freely available and will integrate applied
content with high relevance for the target audience. It will focus on real-life examples linked to two main
areas of interest: the online world and ‘clout’ (a slang word meaning to have influence or power in
business or politics). The idea is to trigger reflection on the value of IP and the risks involved in piracy and
the purchase of knock-offs.
TARGET GROUP: children aged 13 to 18 years old.
ORGANISATION:

Universidad de Alicante

PARTNERS:

N/A

MAXIMUM GRANT:

EUR 58 755.84

PROJECT DURATION:

12 months
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REFERENCE:

154 - IT

TITLE:

IP, play with it! - IPPI

DESCRIPTION: the project aims to develop effective and innovative training tools based on interactive
approaches, where young people can understand the role of IP protection in a healthy business and
consumer environment. The learning activities and infotainment material will be partly based on game
theory. Young people at school will be given the opportunity to learn from best practices on innovation,
the starting up of business and the role of IP protection in the process, as well as the importance of a
healthy business and consumer environment linked to IP protection. Young people will also be given the
opportunity to test and apply their creativity with role playing and strategy planning linked to the role of
IP protection in the process of developing a business idea

TARGET GROUPS: teenagers aged between 14 and18.

ORGANISATION:

PARTNERS:

Camera di Commercio Industria Artigianato Agricoltura di Terni

Innovation Training Centre- ITC

MAXIMUM GRANT:

EUR 47 816.26

PROJECT DURATION:

12 months
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REFERENCE:

180 ― PL

TITLE:

Intellectual property rights? I get it!

DESCRIPTION: this project aims to strengthen personal, social and learning competences as well as to
encourage and enhance creativity, innovation and entrepreneurship among children and young adults in
their learning environment. Additionally, the idea is to challenge the lack of respect for IP (mainly through
piracy) while using cultural goods due to a lack of awareness that there are legal sources of culture and
negative consequences to online piracy. This project entails a number of workshops, production of
materials and dissemination through different channels. Children, young adults and teachers will be
provided with tools to help them better understand the role of IP, as well as its implications for social and
cultural development and innovation. The target audience will be provided with comprehensive
knowledge regarding legal sources of digital culture and encouraged to make use of legal digital sources.

TARGET GROUPS: students aged between 6-18 and teachers.

ORGANISATION:

PARTNERS:

Fundacija Legalna Kultura

N/A

MAXIMUM GRANT:

EUR 59 997.01

PROJECT DURATION:

12 months
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LOT 2

REFERENCE:

169 ― BG

TITLE:

Stimulating respect for intellectual property rights among young customers
in Bulgaria and Portugal in support of innovation, creativity and
entrepreneurship

DESCRIPTION: the objective of this project is to engage the audiences in Bulgaria and Portugal to gain
their respect for IP rights through adapted and easy-to-understand information about IP and the damage
caused by IP rights infringements. This will be achieved by developing tailor-made information and
materials for dissemination, the launching of an online campaign, the organisation of local and crossborder face-to-face events, the publication of promotional articles in specialised and mainstream media
and the creation of short video messages on different TV channels. The planned activities will be done in
parallel in Bulgaria and Portugal.

TARGET GROUPS:
•

young people (aged 15-24) as users of digital content;

•

young citizens (aged 24-29) regarding the importance of IP to support innovation, creativity and
entrepreneurship especially in relation to digital content and the online purchase of goods;

•

adults on the benefits of protecting IP and the damages caused by the infringement of IP.

ORGANISATION:
PARTNERS:

Association for the Legal Assistance of Consumers

Consultis - Consultoria Empresarial, Unipessoal Lda. - CN

MAXIMUM GRANT:

EUR 59 992.00

PROJECT DURATION:

12 months
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REFERENCE:

185 - IT

TITLE:

IP - Experience

DESCRIPTION: this project aims to engage university and high school students on intellectual property
rights, their principles and economical value, through a programme of workshops and live events in Milan
and Barcelona. On the one hand, it aims to capitalise on the previous Theorem project from Grants 2017
(promoting knowledge of IP among university researchers, future young start-ups and entrepreneurs)
while on the other hand it aims to add some distinctive features, focusing attention on the required target
within an international framework.

TARGET GROUPS: young people aged between 15-24.

ORGANISATION: Fondazione Politecnico di Milano

PARTNERS:
•

Poitecnico di Milano – PoliMi

•

PoliHub – Innovation District & Startup Acceleration- PoliHub Servizi s.r.l.

•

Univesitat Politècnica de Catalunya

MAXIMUM GRANT:

EUR 89 998.91

PROJECT DURATION:

12 months
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REFERENCE:

139 ― IT

TITLE:

Be aware, protect your future: an information and awareness campaign on
IP rights in Italy and Spain

DESCRIPTION: this project aims to design an IP information campaign, establishing partnerships with
stakeholders and organisations, using the Agenzia Nazionale Stampa Associata (ANSA) and the Spanish
international news agency ‘EFE’ networks on different platforms, multimedia production, news coverage
and distribution reaching a wide and differentiated public with a particular focus on young people. The
two leading national news agencies (ANSA and EFE) plan to reach a very high number of people thanks to
their traditional channels. Additionally, the multiplier role of news agencies and the involvement of
partners with specialised audiences and specific influencers aims to increase the total reach of the
campaign.

TARGET GROUPS: the general public and consumers, in particular young people.

ORGANISATION:

PARTNERS:

Agenzia Nazionale Stampa Associata - ANSA

EFE S.A.

MAXIMUM GRANT:

EUR 89.937,35

PROJECT DURATION:

12 months
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REFERENCE:

170 ― BG

TITLE:

IP: why should I be bothered?

DESCRIPTION: this project, covering three EU Member States (Bulgaria, Spain and Portugal), aims to
discourage the use of illegal sources; reinforce the fact that counterfeiting can discourage innovation; and
raise awareness that counterfeit goods harm creators and artists. The main elements of the campaign will
be: a challenge to social media users to do something daring — record and release something on Facebook
or Instagram with a hashtag to express their support for respecting IP; the release of an infographic
assigned to a professional designer (and produced in close collaboration with the creative campaign
team); the creation of an instructional video to educate the target audience on the basics of IP protection;
the creation of a chain game on social media and a campaign involving direct interaction with the target
audience through selected youth events.

TARGET GROUPS: young people aged between 15-24.

ORGANISATION:

PARTNERS:

Strategma Agency

N/A

MAXIMUM GRANT:

EUR 53 320.74

PROJECT DURATION:

12 months
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REFERENCE:

184 ― PL

TITLE:

Circulation of Digital Culture

DESCRIPTION: this project aims to raise the awareness of open licensing as a tool for better understanding
IP among key audiences that participate in the circulation of culture online, with a special focus on
YouTube as a platform where resources are shared and consumed on a prodigious scale. Some of the
activities will involve producing materials aimed at promoting knowledge on accessing cultural content
licences for public domain content in formats that are easy to share; inviting selected You Tube influencers
to use this material in their own content and channels; and engaging citizens (especially young people) in
adopting these models through a range of celebrations and festivals in Poland.

TARGET GROUPS: citizens/consumers, especially young people from 15 to 24 years old.

ORGANISATION:

Centrum Cyfrowe

MAXIMUM GRANT:

EUR 47 984.06

PROJECT DURATION:

12 months
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REFERENCE:

188 ― IT

TITLE:

IP Hero - A power force against counterfeiting

DESCRIPTION: this project will develop the creation of a superhero called IP HERO that teaches users the
importance of IP protection. This superhero is the guardian of IP protection who raises the awareness of
and spreads useful information regarding the fight against counterfeiting and other illicit activities. This
cartoon character will be the star of some short videos created from scratch about legality, anticounterfeiting and protection. The videos will form a web series. IP HERO will be able to interact with real
characters and influencers.

TARGET GROUPS:
•

young citizens/consumers, especially those aged between 14-24;

•

media and policymakers.

ORGANISATION:

INDICAM - Istituto di Centromarca per la lotta alla contraffazione

PARTNERS:
•

Asociación para la Defensa de la Marca (Andema)

•

Federazione Contro la Pirateria Musicale e Multimediale (FPM)

•

Federazione Industria Musicale Italiana (FIMI)

•

Promusicae

MAXIMUM GRANT:

EUR 87 300.00

PROJECT DURATION:

12 months
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